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three gas, but the remainder were dependent on paraffin. Many of
the houses were reported to be damp and structurally unsound.
In so far as the difference in rent merely reflects these conditions
it would not prevent agricultural workers from wishing to move to
other occupations. It is thus apparent that there is a difference in
real wage-rates between industry and agriculture. Moreover, as has
already been indicated, hours of work are longer in agriculture than
in industry. Despite, therefore, the improvement that has been
effected in the agricultural labourer's lot, industrial employment still
seems to offer superior attractions. It is improbable, therefore, that
a position has yet been reached in which the drift from the land is
likely to cease, so long as the industrial activity of the Survey Area
continues to expand.
Technical progress.
The discrepancy between the conditions of the agricultural and
the industrial worker does not alone explain satisfactorily the decline
in the numbers employed. Two other factors may be mentioned—the
growing mechanization of farming, and the decline in the area of
arable land. The former, although partly the result of the high price
of kbour, may perhaps be considered as an independent cause of the
decline in agricultural employment.
From the farmer's standpoint the decline in the supply of agricul-
tural labour and the increase in agricultural wages present a serious
problem, and it has been necessary for the farmers to adapt them-
selves to these changed conditions by introducing methods which
entail a more economical use of kbour, particularly mechanized
methods of farming. Most of the farmers in the arable districts of
the Survey Area now have tractors. Hay is largely made and harvested
by mechanical means and great progress has been made in the
mechanization of milking. It has been estimated that about half the
dairy herds of Oxfordshire are now machine-milked.
The mechanization of fanning has been made possible by technical
developments, such as the internal combustion engine, and it would
doubtless have been applied on a steadily increasing scale apart from
the stimulus given by the growing shortage of kbour. In British
agriculture as a whole, however, the progress of mechanization has
been more largely the consequence than the cause of the decline in
the number of agricultural kbourers employed. This is particularly
true of the Survey Area, where the decline in the available supply of
agricultural kbour has been a dominating influence in the contraction
of agricultural employment.

